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ABSTRACT 
We investigate real matrices A such that each matrix with the same sign pattern 
as A has a nonzero, nonnegative vector in its nullspace. For geometric reasons we call 
these matrices sign-central. These matrices were introduced and given a combinatorial 
characterization by Davydov and Davydova. We give an alternative proof of their 
characterization. We show that under a minimality assumption a sign-central matrix 
with m nonzero rows has at least m + 1 columns, and that equality holds if and only 
if the matrix is an S-matrix (as defined in the theory of sign-solvability). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The sign of a real number a is defined by 
( 
0 if n=O, 
sign a = +1 if a>O, 
-1 if a<O. 
Let A = [ uij ] be an m by n real matrix. The sign pattern of A is the m by n 
(0, 1, - 1) matrix 
sign A = [sign uij] 
obtained from A by replacing each entry with its sign. The qualitative class 
of A is the set &(A) of all real matrices with the same sign pattern as A. 
The columns b(l), bc2), . . . , b(“) of a matrix B in &(A) determine a convex 
polytope 
E’(B) = c,p + &“) + . . . fc,b(“) : k ci = 1, ci > 0 (1 f i < n) . 
i=l I 
We define the matrix B to be cent& provided that the origin (0, 0, . . . , OjTis 
contained in the polytope E’(B). Clearly, the columns of a central matrix are 
linearly dependent. The matrix A is sign-central provided that each matrix in 
d(A) is central. A matrix with one row is sign-central if and only if it has at 
least one zero entry, or contains both a positive and a negative entry. 
The matrix m by m + 1 matrix with exactly one 1 and exactly one - 1 in 
each row defined by 
-1 0 **. 0 0 
0 1 -1 ... 0 0 
(j (j (j . . . ; I 
is easily seen to be sign-central. In fact, for each matrix B in &(F,), the 
polytope E’(B) is a simplex containing the origin in its interior. The matrices 
F, are examples of what are usually called S-matrices. An m by m + 1 matrix 
A is an S-matrix provided that for each matrix B in @(A), E’(B) is a simplex 
containing the origin in its interior (relative to the real space R”). If A is an 
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S-matrix, then for every B E @(A), each set of m columns of B is linearly 
independent. Hence each submatrix of order m of an m by m + 1 S-matrix 
is sign-nonsingular. Here a sign-nonsingular matrix, abbreviated SNS 
matrix, is a square matrix such that every matrix in its qualitative class is 
nonsingular. It is well known (see e.g. [I] or [S]) that a square matrix is 
an SNS matrix if and only if there is a nonzero term in its standard 
determinant expansion and all such terms have the same sign. Conversely, an 
m by m + 1 sign-central matrix each of whose submatrices of order m is an 
SNS matrix is an S-matrix. 
In investigating sign-central matrices there is no loss in generality in 
restricting attention to (0, 1, - 1) matrices. This is because a matrix A is a 
sign-central matrix if and only if each matrix in &(A) is sign-central. If A is 
an m by n sign-central matrix, then any m by p matrix which contains A as a 
submatrix is also a sign-central matrix. A minimal sign-central matrix is 
a sign-central matrix such that each matrix obtained from A by the deletion 
of a column is not sign-central. Clearly, each nonzero row of a minimal 
sign-central matrix contains both a positive entry and a negative entry and 
thus has at least two nonzero entries. Every S-matrix is a minimal sign-central 
matrix. The matrix 
i 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 
1 
is also a minimal sign-central matrix. More generally, for each positive integer 
m, the m by 2” matrix E, such that each m-tuple of l’s and -1’s is a 
column of E, is a minimal sign-central matrix. 
A diagonal matrix D # 0 each of whose diagonal entries equals 0, 1 
or - 1 is called a signing. A signing with no O’s on its main diagonal is a strict 
signing. Let A be an m by n matrix, and let P and Q be permutation 
matrices of orders m and n, respectively. Let D be a strict signing. Then 
it follows from the definition that A is a (sign)-central matrix if and only 
if PDAQ is a (@&central matrix. The matrix A is a minimal sign-central 
matrix if and only if PDAQ is a minimal sign-central matrix. Now assume 
that A has a zero row, and let A’ be a matrix obtained from A by deleting a 
zero row. Then A is a (minimal) sign-central matrix if and only if A’ is a 
(minimal) sign-central matrix. This observation implies that we may generally 
assume that the matrices considered do not have zero rows. 
The idea behind our definition of sign-centrality occurs in [4], where (in 
our terminology) two characterizations of sign-central matrices are given [(ii) 
and (iv) of Theorem 2.11. In Section 2 we give more transparent and natural 
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proofs of these characterizations. In Section 3 we investigate minimal sign- 
central matrices and give some methods for their construction. In particular, 
we show that the number of columns of a minimal sign-central matrix with m 
nonzero rows is between m + 1 and 2”, and that those with m + 1 columns 
are precisely the m by m + 1 S-matrices. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF SIGN-CENTRAL MATRICES 
Let 2 be a family of nonempty subsets of a set X. Then %’ is called a 
clutter (an anti&in in the partially ordered set of all subsets of X) provided 
for all (Y and p in 2, (Y c p implies that CY = p. The blocker ([5]; see 
also [4]) of z is the collection b(P) of subsets y of X such that y has a 
nonempty intersection with every set in z but no proper subset of y has this 
property. The blocker h(z) is clearly a clutter. If 2 is also a clutter, then it is 
straightforward to prove that b(h(z)) = 2 [5]. 
Let c = (cr, cq, . . . , c,,)’ be a (0, 1, - 1) column vector, and let R(c) 
denote the subset of the set 
M= (1,2 ,..., m,i,5 ,..., FL} 
defined by 
K(c) = {i:q = l} u {i:q = -I}. 
Let A = [&) #) . . . Jn)] be an m by n (0, 1, - 1) matrix with column 
vectors a(‘), u@), . . . , dn). With A we associate the collection & of subsets of 
M consisting of the minimal (with respect to set inclusion) sets among 
R( u(i)), R( CP), . . . ) R( uy . 
We call JJ? the clutter of the matrix A, and sometimes we abuse the language 
and refer to b(d) as the blocker of the matrix A. For each i with 1 f i < m, 
{i, i} is not a subset of any set in the clutter of a matrix. The blocker of the 
sign-central matrix E,, is ((1, i}, (2,8}, . . . , {m, m}). 
Much of the following theorem is contained in [4]. We present a clearer 
proof. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be an m by n (0, 1, - 1) matrix. Then thefollowing 
are equirjulent :
(i) A is a sign-central matrix. 
(ii) For erjey strict signing D of order m, the matrix DA has a 
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nonnegative column vector. 
(iii) For every strict signing D of order m, the matrix DA has a 
nonpositive column vector. 
(iv) Each set of the blocker b(d) contains as a subset at least one of the 
sets {l,i), {2,2), . . . , {m, YZI. 
(v) There do not exist permutation matrices P and Q such that 
4 XI 
PAQ= x 
i 1 z 4 
where A, is a possibly vacuous matrix with at least one 1 in each column and 
A, is a possibly vacuous matrix with at least one - 1 in each column. 
Proof. Since D is a strict signing if and only if -D is a strict signing, (ii) 
and (iii) are clearly equivalent. We next show that (ii) and (iv) are equivalent. 
Assume (ii) does not hold, so that there exists a strict signing D such that 
each column of DA contains at least one - 1. Without loss of generality we 
assume that the first k > 0 diagonal entries of D equal 1 and the last 
m - k > 0 diagonal entries equal - 1. We may also assume without loss 
of generality that each of the first p > 0 columns of DA contain at least 
one - 1 in rows 1, , . . , k and each of the last n - p > 0 columns contain at - 
least one - 1 in rows k + 1, . . . , m. Then {l, . . . , %, k + 1,. . . , m} has a non- 
empty intersection with each set R(aj) and consequently contains a set of 
b(A) as a subset. This implies that (iv) does not hold. Now assume that (iv) 
does not hold. Then without loss of generality there exists a set in b(d) of 
the form X = (1,. . . , k, k + 1,. . . , i). Each column of A either contains a 1 
in one of rows l,..., k or contains a - 1 in one of rows k + 1,. . . , 1. Let 
D be the strict signing such that the first k entries on its main diagonal 
equal -1 and all other entries on the main diagonal equal 1. Then each 
column of DA contains a - 1 and (ii) does not hold. Thus (ii) and (iv) are 
equivalent, and (v) is a reformulation of (iv). 
We now show that (i) and (ii) are equivalent. Assume that (ii) and 
therefore (iii) holds. We first consider the case in which no entry of A equals 
0. Let B be any matrix in @(A). We show that the origin is in the interior of 
the polytope Z?(B). For this it suffices to verify that the nullspace of B 
contains a positive vector. Suppose to the contrary that 
nullspace( B) n R; = 0, 
where R”, denotes the open positive orthant in R”. Applying the separation 
theorem for convex sets, we conclude that there exists a nonzero, nonnegative 
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vector 0 = (ol,..., u,Y in R” which is orthogonal to the nullspace of B. 
Since the orthogonal complement of the nullspace of B is spanned by the 
columns of BT, this implies that there exists a nonzero vector u in R”” such 
that v = BTu. Let D be a strict signing such that Du is nonnegative. By (iii) 
anct our supposition that no entry of A equals 0, there exists an integerj such 
that each entry of Db(j’ is negative. We then have 
0 < vj = b(jjTU = ( Db’jj7‘) & < 0, 
a contradiction. Hence for each matrix B in @‘(A), there exists a positive 
vector in the nullspace of B, and (i) follows in this case. We now consider the 
general case in which some entries of A equal 0. Let A’ be the m by n’ 
(0, 1, - 1) matrix that results from replacing each column vector 8) of A 
with the collection of all possible (1, - 1) vectors u(j), ‘J, (T- = 1,2, . . . ,2Yi> 
obtained by substituting 1 and - 1 for the O’s of 8) in ail possible ways. 
Here the number of O’s in column j of A is qj, and hence n’ = 29’ + 
..* + 29,. Let B be a matrix in @(A), and let B ‘(6) be the matrix in &‘( A’) 
whose entries in positions corresponding to O’s of A equal f 8. By the first 
case there exists numbers cj, r,(6) > 0 with C;= 1 E’,:‘, , cj, r,( 6) = 1 such that 
There is a infinite sequence of 6’s going to 0 such that the limits 
exist.Wehavecj, >OandC. c- 
’ I I. ‘, 1% ‘, 
= 1. Since for each j and rj 
lim bjj). r, = b(j) 
S-0 
we conclude that with cj defined by ci = X:1”: i cj, ‘i, 
k cjb(j) = 0, 
II 
cj 2 0 (j = 1, . . ., n), and c cj = 1. 
j=l j=l 
Hence (i> holds. 
Finally, we prove that (i> implies (ii) by induction on m. If m = 1, the 
assertion is trivially true. We now assume that m > 2 and that the assertion 
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holds for m - 1. If A has a zero row, the conclusion follows trivially by 
induction. Assume that each row of A contains a nonzero entry. Without loss 
of generality we assume that the l’s in the last row of A occur in positions 
1,2, . . . , k, the -1’s occur in positions k + 1,. . . , 1, and the O’s occur in the 
remaining n - 1 positions where 0 < k < 1 < n. Let B be any matrix in 
@‘(A). Let A’ be the m - 1 by n - k matrix obtained by deleting the last 
row of A and columns 1,. . . , k, and let A” be the m - 1 by n - (I - k) 
matrix obtained by deleting the last row of A and columns k + 1,. . . , 1. We 
show that the matrices A’ and A” satisfy the inductive hypothesis. Let B ’ be 
any matrix in @(A’). Take a matrix B in a( A) the corresponding matrix of 
which in @(A’) is B’. For each positive integer h, let B, = [bi” ... hi”‘] 
be the matrix in @( A) obtained by replacing the positive entries in row m of 
B with h. Since A is a sign-central matrix, there exist numbers cj, h > 0 such 
that Cl’=, cJ A = 1 and I;=, cj,,bij) = 1. There exists an infinite sequence 
of the A’s such that the limits cj = limh+m cj, h exist for each j = 1,2, . . . , n. 
We then have 
ECj=I, cj=O (j=l,...,k), and e cjb(j) = 0. 
j=l j=k+l 
It follows that 
Bf(ckfl ,..., c,J?‘ = 0. 
Since this is true for each matrix B’ in @(A’), A’ is a sign-central matrix and 
similarly A” is a sign-central matrix. Therefore, by the inductive assumption, 
for any strict signing D* of order m - 1, some column of D*A’ is nonnega- 
tive, and some column of D*A” is nonnegative. Now let D be any strict 
signing of order m. If the last diagonal entry of D is 1, then one of columns 
1 . . > k,Z + l,..., n is nonnegative. If the last diagonal entry of D is - 1, 
then one of columns k + 1,. . . , n of DA is nonnegative. Hence (ii) holds 
and the proof of the theorem is complete. n 
By Theorem 2.1, each set of the blocker of a sign-central matrix contains 
{i, i} for some i. Let 9 be a clutter on M = {I, . . . , m, 1, . . . , ?‘fi} such that 
for each set p in 9, there exists an i such that (i, i} c p. Then ~8 need not 
be the blocker of a sign-central matrix. The reason is that the blocker a” of .9 
may contain a set which contains both j and j for some j, and thus & will 
not be the clutter of a matrix. For example, if m = 3 and 9 = 
{{l, 2, %}, {i, 3,$}, then {l,i) is in the blocker of 9. If {j, j) is not a subset of 
any set in .GZ’, then it follows from Theorem 2.1 that 9’ is the blocker of a 
sign-central matrix. 
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In the next section, using the characterization (ii) of sign-central matrices 
given in Theorem 2.1, we investigate minimal sign-central matrices. 
3. MINIMAL SIGN-CENTRAL MATRICES 
Let A be a m by n matrix, and let B be the matrix obtained from A by 
deleting all zero rows of A. Then A is a sign-central matrix if and only if B is 
a sign-central matrix. Recall that a matrix A is an L-matrix provided each 
matrix in &?‘(A) has linearly independent r0ws.l Thus a square L-matrix is the 
same as an SNS matrix. A vector is bnlunced provided either it is a zero 
vector, or it has at least one positive and at least one negative entry. A vector 
is unisignecl provided it is not balanced. It is well known (see [7]), and easy to 
verify using the definition of linear independence, that A is an L-matrix if 
and only if for each signing D of order ~1, at least one column of DA is 
unisigned. Since a sign-central matrix can have zero rows, a sign-central 
matrix need not be an L-matrix. However, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A he an nr by n (0, 1, - 1) minimal sign-central 
matrix with no zero rows. Then A is an L-mutrix. 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that A is not an L-matrix. Then there 
exists a signing D such that each column of DA is balanced. Without loss of 
generality assume that D = D, @ 0 where D, is a strict signing of order k 
for some integer k with 1 < k 6 m. First suppose that no column of DA is a 
zero column. Then for each strict signing D’ obtained by replacing the O’s, if 
any, on the main diagonal of D with l’s, D’ A does not have a nonnegative 
column. By Theorem 2.1, A is not a sign-central matrix. 
Now suppose that some column of DA is a zero column. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that 
where A, has k rows and where each column of D, A, is balanced and 
nonzero. Since A is a sign-central matrix, for each strict signing D, of order 
‘Sometimes a matrix A is called an L-matrix when each matrix in &f(A) has linearly 
independent columns. 
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m - k, the matrix (D, CD D,)A has a nonnegative column. This implies 
that D, A, has a nonnegative column for all strict signings D,. Thus by 
Theorem 2.1, A, is a sign-central matrix. The minimality of A now implies 
that A, has no columns, and since A has no zero rows, A, also has no rows. 
Thus A = A,. Hence DA can have no zero columns, and the proof is 
complete. n 
A sign-central matrix A with no zero rows is not necessarily an L-matrix. 
The reason is that a minimal sign-central matrix obtained from A by deleting 
certain columns can have zero rows. For instance, 
(1) 
is a sign-central matrix with no zero rows but is not an L-matrix. Hence the 
minimality assumption in Theorem 3.1 cannot be eliminated. 
Since a matrix obtained from a (minimal) sign-central matrix by including 
zero rows is also a (minimal) sign-central matrix, the number of rows of 
a (minimal) sign-central matrix can be very large in comparison with the 
number of its columns. In particular, as the matrix (1) shows, a sign-central 
matrix with no zero rows can have more rows than columns. In the next 
theorem we show that minimality and no zero rows imply that the number of 
columns of a sign-central matrix exceeds the number of its rows. In the proof 
we make use of the following well-known theorem of K&rig (see e.g. 121): The 
maximum number p(A) f o nonzero entries of a matm’x A with no two in the 
same row or column equals the minimum number of rows and columns which 
contain all the nonzero entries of A. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A be an m by n minimal sign-central matrix with no 
zero rows. Then n > m + 1. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that n < m. If p(A) = n, then clearly 
there exists a matrix B E &(A) such that the rank of B equals n. This 
implies that (0, 0, . . . , 0) T is not in E’(B), and hence A is not a sign-central 
matrix. We now assume that p(A) < n. By K&rig’s theorem we may assume 
that 
x AI 
A= H--l A, 0 ’ 
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where A, has p rows, A, has 9 columns, and 
p+q<n. 
Applying K&rig’s theorem to A,, we easily see that p( A,) = 9. The inequal- 
ity (2) implies p, 9 < n. If 9 = 0, then p < n < m implies that A has a zero 
row, contrary to hypothesis. Hence 9 > 1. Also (2) and the supposition that 
n < m imply m - p > 1. Thus A, is a nonvacuous matrix. If p = 0, then 
1 < 9 < n and n - 9 > 1 imply that the matrix obtained from A by deleting 
its first 9 columns is a nonvacuous zero matrix and hence a sign-central 
matrix, contradicting the minimality assumption. Thus p > 1, and A, is a 
nonVacuous matrix. 
The minimality assumption on A now implies that A, is not a sign-central 
matrix. Hence by Theorem 2.1, there exists a strict signing D, of order p 
such that no column of D, A is nonnegative. Since A is a sign-central matrix, 
for all strict signings D, of order m - p, (Dl @ D,)A has a nonnegative 
column. Therefore, for all strict signings D, of order m - p, 
hs a nonnegative column. In particular, for all strict signings D, of order 
m - p, the matrix D, A, has a nonnegative column. By Theorem 2.1, A, is a 
sign-central matrix. Since p( A,) = 9, there exists a matrix B, with the same 
sign pattern as A, whose rank equals 9. Since B, is central, this is a 
contradiction. H 
Our next goal is to characterize the matrices for which equality holds in 
Theorem 3.2 as the S-matrices defined in Section 1. 
THEOHEM 3.3. Let A be an m by m + 1 (0, 1, - 1) matrix with no zero 
rows. Then A is a minimal sign-central matrix if and only if A is an S-matrix. 
Proof. Clearly, an S-matrix is a minimal sign-central matrix with no zero 
rows. We now assume that A is a minimal sign-central matrix and prove that 
A is an S-matrix. Assume to the contrary that some submatrix of A of order 
m is not an SNS matrix, hence not an L-matrix. Without loss of generality, 
suppose that the leading submatrix B of A of order m is not an SNS matrix. 
Thus there exists a signing D (D # 0) such that each column of DB is 
balanced. Without loss of generality we may assume that D = I, @ 0, where 
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k is an integer with 1 < k < m, and that 
where A, is a k by t matrix each of whose columns is nonzero and balanced. 
We have t >, 1, since A has no zero rows and each nonzero row of a minimal 
sign-central matrix has at least two nonzero entries. We also have t < m, for 
otherwise either Z, is a strict signing such that I,,, A = A has no nonnegative 
column (if u is either balanced or each nonzero entry of u is negative) 
or -I,,, is a strict signing such that -I,,, A = -A has no nonnegative column 
(if each nonzero entry of u is positive). Finally, we have k < m, since m - 
t 3 1 and since A, being a minimal sign-central with m + 1 > 2 columns, 
cannot have a zero column. It now follows that A, is a nonvacuous matrix. 
Suppose that u is either balanced or nonpositive. Then since (Zk @ D') A 
has a nonnegative column for all strict signings D’ of order m - k, we con- 
clude that D’A, has a nonnegative column for all D’ and hence A, is a 
sign-central matrix. If u is nonnegative, we consider the strict signings of the 
form -Z, @ D’ and also conclude that A, is a sign-central matrix. But 
this implies that the submatrix of A determined by its first m - t columns 
is a sign-central matrix, and this contradicts the assumption that A is a 
minimal sign-central matrix. This contradiction completes the proof of the 
theorem. H 
We now determine the possible number of columns in a minimal sign- 
central matrix with m nonzero rows. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let m be a positive integer. Then there exists an rn, by n 
(0, 1, - 1) minimal sign-central matrix A with no zero rows if and only if 
m+l<n<2”. Moreover, n = m + 1 if and only if A is an S-matrix, and 
n = 2” if and only if A is a matrix E,. 
Proof. Suppose that A is an m by n minimal sign-central matrix with no 
zero rows. By Theorems 3.2 and 3.3, m + 1 < n with equality if and only if 
A is an S-matrix. The minimality property of A implies that for each column 
vector u of A, there exists a strict signing D of order m such that Du is the 
only nonnegative column of DA. Since there are only 2”’ strict signings of 
order m, we have n < 2” with equality if and only if A is a matrix E, 
whose columns are all the m-tuples of l’s and - 1’s. 
To show that for every integer n with m + 1 Q n < 2” there exists an m 
by n minimal sign-central matrix with no zero rows, we use induction on m. 
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The matrix [l - I] is used to begin the induction. Now let m > 1. If 
is an m - 1 by k minimal sign-central matrix where B, has t >/ 1 columns, 




1 -I . . . -1 O .*. 0 
C= 1 B, 4 I 
is an m by k + t minimal sign-central matrix with no zero rows. Let n be an 
integer with m + 1 < n < 2”. If n < 2”-‘, then we choose by induction a 
B with k = n - 1 and set t = 1. If 2”‘-’ < n, then we choose a B with 
k = 2”‘-’ and set t = n - 2”~-1. n 
We conclude this note with the following observation. The problem of 
deciding whether an m by n (0, 1, - 1) matrix A = [aSj] is not a sign-central 
matrix is clearly in the class NP: a strict signing D such that each row of DA 
contains a negative entry can be tested in polynomial time. Let ui, . . . , u,, 
be a set of Boolean variables with complements Ur, . . . , U,, and form the 
conjunctive clauses 
cj = y1 A *.. A y, (1 Gj < n), 
where 
I 
uk if akj=l, 
yk = 6, if akj=-1, 
0 if akj = 0. 
(Here yk = 0 is to mean that yk is not present.) Then A is not a 
sign-central matrix if and only if C, V C, V -0. V C, is not a tautology 
[4]. Now to decide whether a Boolean expression is not a tautology is an 
NP-complete problem [6], and h ence it follows that to decide whether an m 
by n (0, 1, - 1) matrix is not a sign-central matrix is also an NP-complete 
problem. It is easy to see that the problem remains NP-complete if it is 
restricted to square matrices. 
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